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Abstract
This thesis set out to build a program in MATLAB that is designed to find an optimal power
flow system on that minimizes the cost of generation while satisfying prescribed voltage
constraints.
Current optimal power flow solutions generally have three main issues with optimal power
flow and this is the direction of most research in the area. The first issue is that the systems
are not able to robustly provide a solution to the given information and are unable to find a
stable solution. The second issue is that the optimal power flow may only find a local minimum
solution rather than a global minimum due to the nature of the optimization routines. The
third and final issue is that the solve time needs to be kept to a minimum to ensure usability in
real world systems.
The system was built in MATLAB using the Optimization Toolbox, and specifically the fmincon
function. The system accepted some basic input variables including a formatted numerical
description of the power network, and then performed some calculations to prepare the
system for solving. The system was then solved according to Economic Dispatch which
determined that the sum of generation should equal the sum of the load. Losses were ignored
and new starting variables for the generators where determined. These starting variables were
passed into a Gauss-Seidel iterative method which solved the new bus voltages and reactive
generation for each of the generators. The objective function for fmincon was set to minimise
the cost of the generators, and the constraint function was set to the Gauss-Seidel iteration.
Buses were given lower and upper constraints and generator constraints were set from the
minimum and maximum given in initialization. Fmincon was then called and solved for
minimum cost according to stable constraints.
The system was able to solve this problem the optimal power flow and provide an appropriate
solution. However it was not determined whether the solution was a global minimum, or
simply a local one. Stability was determined by the generators and buses being within their
limits and a voltage stability index was determined. Different starting positions determined
that using the economic dispatch provided the cheapest solution and produced a stable
outcome.
This thesis provides strong starting point for further expansion into the field of optimal power
flow. The program provides a solution and is set to certain stability constraints. Adding new
constraints, or increasing the size of the system is easily possible by the user.
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1. Introduction
1.1.

Stability Constrained Optimal Power Flow

Since the problem was first identified by John Carpentier in 1962, Optimal Power Flow has
been well studied and many solutions have been developed in many different forms and levels
of complexity. The problem of Optimal Power Flow is “complex economically, electrically, and
computationally” (Cain M.B. 2012). The main objective of Optimal Power Flow is to find the
optimum operating point of a set of generators in a power system, that satisfies the operating
constraints of the generators and system, minimizes the cost of generating power or minimizes
the losses of the system meeting the demands of the system.
Optimal Power Flow can be set up as a non-linear programming problem using the constraints
as non-linear functions. Non-linearity is due to Kirchhoff’s voltage law of a system, which
determines bus voltages and phase angles of those buses with changes in the operating point
of the generating set. These non-linear equality constraints create a non-convex feasible
region to generate a solution. Due to the problem being non-convex, most current research
looks towards finding the global minimum even after a local minimum has been found first.
In determining an optimum operating point of a system, we also need to consider the stability
of a system. Stability constraints can be formulated in many different ways when building an
optimal power flow. Basic constraints are formed by the operating limits of the generators, of
the buses, and the limits of the lines. These constraints determine how each component can
work individually. The next important factor in determining stability is to look at the chance of
voltage collapse on a system-wide scale. Voltage collapse occurs when a system becomes
unable to maintain appropriate voltage levels on the system (Morton 2007). Generally, a
system will become heavily loaded and then as loads increase, voltage magnitudes will
decrease until a sharp accelerated drop occurs. This is known as voltage collapse and generally
occurs due to the inability of the system to adequately supply or excessively absorbs reactive
power (Glavitsch 1986).
The main objective of stability constrained optimal power flow is to determine an operating
point for the generators in the system. This operating point is determined by the following
constraints:
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the system is safe from voltage collapse.



the system generators, bus voltages, and lines work within their prescribed limits.



the system is generating at its global minimum cost.

In modern day stability constrained optimal power flow, we aim to not only minimize
generation costs but increase stability at the same time.

1.2.

Thesis Objective

In the current world, our lives have become ever more dependent on electricity to be available
all the time to supply our many needs and wants. With an increase in distributed generation
and changes in load types, power system stability is becoming an ever more important factor
in grid control. This thesis will look at developing an algorithm that will determine an optimal
power flow solution with respect to both cost of generation and stability of the entire system.
To support this thesis, an algorithm will be developed that using the MATLAB software which
will be able to determine an optimal setting for a generator or set in of generators in a grid
system. This algorithm will allow the system to maintain a stable ecosystem in its base state as
well as in the case of a line or generator failure. The stability of the system will be determined
by each individual component’s stability as well as including the overall system voltage
stability.
The thesis objectives can be summarised as follows:


Develop a model in MATLAB which will accept the basics of a case including such items
as bus, load, generator, and line data. This data will be entered into a matrix and be
user editable.



Using the Optimization Toolbox which will search and determine the cheapest
economic dispatch of power by matching the system load to the generation. This will
set the starting point for the generators,



Develop a model which will implement a Gauss-Seidel iteration to solve the new bus
voltages when changes to the generation tables occur.



Run the fmincon Optimization routine to minimize the system according to cost and
use the stability limits for the system such as bus voltage levels, line capacity limits,
and generator capabilities. Include constraints in voltage stability to ensure voltage
collapse does not occur.
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Output the results of the simulation for the user to examine and analyse.

1.3.

Report Outline

Chapter 2 is the literature review of the stability-constrained optimal power flow.
Chapter 3 details the system equations and models used in determining the economic
dispatch, the methods employed to determine bus voltages via the Gauss-Seidel iteration
method, and the expansion into stability-constrained optimal power flow. It also describes in
detail how the voltage stability index was determined.
Chapter 4 specifically points to and describes the implementation in MATLAB code of the
models described in Chapter 3.
Chapter 5 uses several example systems to test the MATLAB functions. These are confirmed
using prior-knowledge of the answers, and confirmed through simulation studies using
PowerWorld, a Power system simulation software.
Chapter 6 reviews the outcomes and solutions of the thesis research project and gives
suggestions for further areas of study.
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2.

Literature Review

Stability Constrained Optimal Power Flow has had many different areas of research
undertaken of varying complexities. Optimal Power Flow began as a solution to the economic
dispatch problem by the equal incremental cost method. This was a very crude and basic way
to solve the issue and ignored much of the required complexity in creating strong and stable
system.
Algorithms are one of the main areas of research in Stability Constrained Optimal Power Flow.
The aim of finding a better algorithm is to find a more robust solution, and to solve the
problem in a shorter time. While small bus systems can be solved relatively quickly with any
modern computer on even an inefficient algorithm, larger more detailed networks need to be
solved in a shorter amount of time in order to be useful in real power systems. A wide variety
of algorithms were applied in solving optimal power flow problems. The seven main
optimization methods used in this are classified as (Huneault M. 1991) ; (Momoh J 1999):


Nonlinear programming



Quadratic programming



Newton-based solution of optimality conditions



Linear programming



Hybrid version of linear and integer programming



Interior point methods



Artificial intelligence methods

All these different techniques apply to finding a solution with the given objective function and
constraints. They all work in different ways to solve the given function and research in this
area is pushing towards artificial intelligence methods such as genetic algorithms.
Another area of research in Stability Constrained Optimal Power Flow is that of extended
stability constraints. The aim of these more advanced stability constraints is to determine how
a system will react in the event of a disturbance. The three main types of stability are smallsignal stability constraints, voltage stability constraints, and transient stability constraints.
Small signal stability refers to the ability of a power system to remain stable when subject to
small disturbances. A power system can start to oscillate when subject to small disturbances. If
these oscillations cannot be suppressed, they can continue to increase or remain indefinitely.
At this point, the system is unstable. This is especially important because any practical power
system is inherently going to be subjected to small disturbances to the overall system (Wang
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Xi. 2008). Research aims to lower the chance that these disturbances can create an unstable
system.
Voltage stability in a system refers to the ability of a system to work above its voltage collapse
conditions. Voltage stability has been widely studied and the basic underlying issues have been
identified, such as the fact that the systems inability to supply reactive power or excessively
absorb reactive power can lead to a voltage collapse (Glavitsch 1986). When a system
operating point sits too close to the voltage collapse conditions, its ability to handle
disturbances is greatly diminished and is less likely to survive a wide range of contingencies.
Research aims to properly incorporate these constraints into building the optimal power flow
system. While aiming to minimise the cost, it also aims to maximise the voltage stability
margin (Caiiizares C. 2001). Finding the balance between cost and stability is where issues lie
and there is no hard and fast rule on how large a voltage stability margin should be, nor how
low the cost needs to be.
Transient stability in optimal power flow refers to the ability of a generator in a power system
to remain in synchronism after a disturbance. Generally, this instability manifests itself in the
form of increasing angular swing in some generators which pushes it outside of synchronicity
with the others (Xu Y. 2012). The problem with transient stability is that it requires highly
detailed machine models to determine how the instability occurs, and as systems grow in size,
the time taken to solve these dynamic constraints increases substantially. The aim of research
in this area is to minimise the time to solve these constraints, and to ensure greater reliability
in its results of stability (Deming X 2006).

Another area of research is the problem of determining whether a solution is either a local
solution or a global solution to the optimisation problem. The existence of locally optimal
solutions tends to make optimization algorithms assume that a final solution has been found
when this may not be the case. The existence of multiple local solutions is due to the nonlinearity of the problem and the problems constraints (Bukhsh W.A. 2011).
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3.

System Modelling

A power network in this thesis is defined as a combination of nodes, generators, loads, and
transmission lines. When designing a program that will solve for optimal power flow system, it
is important to correctly identify an appropriate network model. The system used in this thesis
is simplified to allow for ease of modelling and faster solution times. Increasing the detail of
the models will allow the system to become more accurate. The modelling of the system is
described in the following section.

3.1.

Generator

Each generator is modelled as a power source which can deliver real power and either absorb
or deliver reactive power. Generators are connected to a bus. The generator equation used for
simulation is shown in Equation 3.1: Generator Equation.
𝑆𝑔𝑖 = 𝑃𝑔𝑖 + 𝑗𝑄𝑔𝑖
Equation 3.1: Generator Equation

Each generator has both a minimum and maximum power limit. Power cannot be negative in
this system and input as such will not allow the system to be properly modelled. The reactive
power ability of a generator can be negative which corresponds to the absorption of reactive
power (Zimmerman R.D. 2011).

3.2.

Load

Each load is modelled as a constant power unit which draws power from a specific bus. Loads
are often grouped to a single bus to simplify calculations. The load equation is given by
Equation 3.2: Load Equation.
𝑆𝑙𝑖 = 𝑃𝑙𝑖 + 𝑗𝑄𝑙𝑖
Equation 3.2: Load Equation

Load powers are treated as constant (Zimmerman R.D. 2011).

3.3.

Bus

A bus is modelled as a node where power flows can be redirected. A bus will have upper and
lower bounds on its voltage levels to ensure the system stays within its voltage constraints.
Buses can have loads, generators or lines attached to it. Each bus in the system can have one
14

generator and/or one load attached to it. Due to the way the system is modelled in MATLAB,
multiple generators or loads will not allow the system to correctly calculate.

3.4.

Other Elements

In order to focus on the core goal of the thesis, some features have not been fully modelled or
included at all. For the sake of simplicity, transmission lines have been modelled as lossless
lines with only a capacity limit on current flow. Transformers and shunt capacitors have not
been modelled into the system. A transformer can be symbolised as a basic link with reactance
to allow partial simulation of the effects. A capacitor bank could technically be modelled as a
non-changing reactive load however since the capacity changes with voltage, this is not strictly
true.
Due to the system not having these elements fully modelled, the system is solved as an
approximation of the network grid. This is likely to produce sub-optimal results. The benefit of
not fully modelling the network system allows solve times to be much lower since the program
requires that the system be solved many times to find the most ideal solution.

3.5.

Network Modelling and Bus Voltages

The system itself can be solved very easily when assuming everything is attached to a single
bus. This is generally how the economic dispatch works where the system losses and reactive
power outputs are ignored, and only real power generation, real power loads, and generator
cost functions are considered.
An actual system however is a network of buses and lines with limits which need to be
monitored and kept within their prescribed voltage constraints. Stability of the network is
determined by keeping the system in its prescribed voltage constraints. When determining the
operating state of a network, bus voltages will need to be determined based on any changes to
the bus generator settings such as real and reactive power generation. These can affect the
overall network so after every change, we need to update the new bus voltages and power line
flows.
There are a number of different techniques that can be used to solve for a set of bus voltages
and angles. The three main methods are the Gauss-Seidel method, the Newton-Raphson
Method, and the fast decoupled method. The Newton-Raphson method is the best algorithm
as it converges to an answer quicker than the Gauss-Seidel method. The Newton-Raphson
method can suffer from oscillation and divergence at the beginning that prevent convergence
to a solution (Chowdhury 2000). Due to this nature, and the desire to keep the entire load flow
15

section simple, Gauss-Seidel was chosen as the power flow solving algorithm. The final
technique is known as the fast-decoupled method and this was not considered for this thesis
due to time considerations.
The Gauss-Seidel method is an iterative numerical procedure designed to solve a system of
linear equations. The method also is able to solve non-linear problems as well, which is why it
is used in load flow algorithms. The Gauss-Seidel method has been employed for many years in
power flow simulations to determine bus voltages on even the most complex bus systems. The
Gauss-Seidel iteration works by limiting the number of unknown variables which are
determined by the bus type. By assuming initial guesses to the network, the algorithm uses
iteration to converge to a solution.

Building the Bus Admittance Matrix
Before the Gauss-Seidel iteration method can be used, the program first needs to determine
the bus admittance matrix. The bus admittance matrix is an n x n matrix in an n-bus system.
The use of this admittance matrix is crucial in solving the Gauss-Seidel iteration.
The first step is to determine the conductance and susceptance of each line in the system.
Assuming that the reactance and resistance of each line is known, we can calculate the
susceptance and conductance of the lines for use in the admittance matrix using Equation 3.3:
Susceptance and Conductance Equations (Kirtley 2007).
𝐺=

𝑟2

𝑟
+ 𝑥2

𝐵= −

𝑟2

𝑥
+ 𝑥2

Equation 3.3: Susceptance and Conductance Equations

Once the susceptance and conductance have been calculated, the new variables can be used
to determine the admittance of a line. The admittance of the line is calculated as below.
𝑌 = 𝐺 + 𝑗𝐵
Equation 3.4: Admittance Equation

Once the admittances of all lines have been calculated, the bus admittance matrix of the given
system can be constructed. The bus admittance matrix is a sparsely populated n x n size matrix
where n refers to the number of buses in the system and is constructed from the admittances
of the system branches.
A bus admittance matrix is created initially by zeroing an n x n matrix. The admittances of the
elements that are connected between any node k and the reference node is added to the (k,k)
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entry of the admittance matrix. The admittances of elements connected between node j and
node k are also added to both the (j,j) and (k,k) entries of admittance matrix.
Finally, the negative of the admittance between bus j and bus k is added to the (j,k) and the
(k,j) entries of the admittance matrix. When all branch elements have been entered into the
admittance matrix and the matrix is now ready for solving the load flow problem using the
Gauss-Seidel iterative method.

Calculating Power Flow
The Gauss-Seidel method is a linear algebraic method designed to iterate through a square
system of linear equations to solve for unknown variables. The matrix supplied to the system
needs to have non-zero elements on the diagonal. An initial guess, x, is supplied to the system
which is then checked. The updated values are then calculated from the given initial guess.
These new updated values are then compared against the previous values. If the difference
between the two is below a decided error threshold, then the iteration can stop. If the
difference is still too high, the new calculated values are selected as the starting point for the
next iteration and the sequence begins again.
In Load Flow, the Gauss-Seidel method is an efficient and useful technique for solving the
power flow problem. Using the bus admittance matrix, we can put this into the Gauss Seidel
algorithm and solve for bus voltages. However, when determining the voltage at each bus,
both load buses and generator buses need to be addressed separately. When the system is set
up and ready to be solved, an initial guess needs to be supplied for the bus voltages. This will
form the basis of the system and the initial point from which the iterations will start.
A generator bus is also known as a P-V bus. When determining the voltage of a generator bus,
the real power produced by the generator is already known, and the reactive power needs to
be estimated. This is done through the following equation where i refers to the bus number,
and n refers to the number of links from the bus to other buses (Kirtley 2007):
𝑛

𝑄𝑖 =

−𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔 (𝑉𝑖∗

∗ ∑ 𝑌𝑖𝑘 𝑉𝑘 )
𝑘=1

Equation 3.5: Reactive Power Generated on P-V Bus

This is read as the conjugate of the voltage of the bus i, multiplied by the sum of the
admittance between bus i and any connected buses multiplied by the voltage at the
destination bus. The imaginary component of this value is the estimated reactive power
generated at the bus. With this new information, we can now solve the new voltage at this
bus.
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The bus voltage is then calculated using Equation 3.6: Voltage on P-V Bus where i refers to the
bus number, super-script number refers to the iteration, and n refers to the number of links
between the bus and any connected buses (Kirtley 2007) ; (Gilbert G.M 1998). Where no
connection exists, 𝑌𝑖𝑘 is equal to zero.

𝑛

𝑉𝑖

(1)

1
𝑃𝑖,𝑖𝑛𝑗 − 𝑗𝑄𝑖,𝑖𝑛𝑗
1
=
− ∑ 𝑌𝑖𝑘 𝑉𝑘 )
(
𝑌𝑖𝑖
𝑉 ∗(0)
𝑖

𝑘=1
𝑘 ≠𝑖

Equation 3.6: Voltage on P-V Bus

When determining the voltage of a load bus, both the reactive and real power into the bus is
already known. We can use this to determine the voltage of the bus without additional
calculations. The bus voltage of a load bus is calculated using Equation 3.7: Accelerated
Voltage Equation for Quicker Convergence where i refers to the bus number and the super
script refers to the iteration, and λ refers to the acceleration factor. The acceleration factor is
entered into the equation to encourage faster convergence and is required to be between one
and two. According to testing ran in (Ghosh n.d.), an acceleration factor of 1.4 is optimal for
solving a Gauss Seidel iteration for load flow.
1
𝑉𝑖,𝑎𝑐𝑐
= 𝑉𝑖0 + 𝜆(𝑉𝑖1 − 𝑉𝑖0 )

Equation 3.7: Accelerated Voltage Equation for Quicker Convergence

With these new voltages for each of the buses, we compare them against the old set of bus
voltages to determine the error amongst the new set of results as shown in Equation 3.8:
Voltage Error Equation for Determining Convergence. If the error is low enough, then the
system bus voltages can then be declared solved (Chowdhury 2000).
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑠

𝑒𝑟𝑟 =

∑ |𝑉 𝑘−1 − 𝑉 𝑘 |
𝑛=1

Equation 3.8: Voltage Error Equation for Determining Convergence

This leaves the system with the all the bus voltages solved, along with all the generators real
power and reactive power. The third and final type of bus is the slack bus or swing bus. This is
a special bus in a system where the voltage is determined to be fixed in both magnitude and
phase. The real and reactive powers are not decided by the Gauss-Seidel iteration and are
adjusted after the Gauss-Seidel iterations have converged to make the entire system balance.
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The system generation needs to be ensured that it adequately supplies the system as required.
The system loads are already known and we are required to determine the total losses across
the branches of the system. With these two values we can adequately determine the slack bus
generation requirements. In determining the branch losses, we use Equation 3.9: Power Flow
from Bus i to Bus j, Equation 3.10: Power Flow from Bus j to Bus i, and Equation 3.11: Line
Losses determined from Power Flows to first determine the power injected from a bus through
a branch. In determining my system, there is no admittance to ground variable so the final
term of this equation is null (Chowdhury 2000).

∗
∗
∗
𝑆𝑖𝑗 = 𝑃𝑖𝑗 + 𝑗𝑄𝑖𝑗 = 𝑉𝑖 𝐼𝑖𝑗
= 𝑉𝑖 (𝑉𝑖∗ − 𝑉𝑗∗ )𝑦𝑖𝑗
+ |𝑉𝑖 |2 𝑦𝑔𝑛𝑑

Equation 3.9: Power Flow from Bus i to Bus j

The reverse is then also calculated in the same fashion but from the opposing bus. From here,
we can determine the power flow that runs into the line from bus j through to bus i. As noted
previously, the system has no admittance to ground variable so the final term does not affect
the system.
2

∗
∗
𝑆𝑗𝑖 = 𝑃𝑗𝑖 + 𝑗𝑄𝑗𝑖 = 𝑉𝑗 𝐼𝑗𝑖∗ = 𝑉𝑗 (𝑉𝑗∗ − 𝑉𝑖∗ )𝑦𝑖𝑗
+ |𝑉𝑗 | 𝑦𝑔𝑛𝑑

Equation 3.10: Power Flow from Bus j to Bus i

Since all power must be accounted for, the power loss in a line is then calculated as the sum of
the power flows from each bus into the line. Any power not accounted for in the sum of these
two is the line losses (Chowdhury 2000).
𝑆𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠,𝑖𝑗 = 𝑆𝑖𝑗 + 𝑆𝑗𝑖
Equation 3.11: Line Losses determined from Power Flows

This set of equations is run on each branch in the system to determine the line losses in each
of them. Once we know the losses of each line, the losses can be summed together to
determine the overall system losses, both real and reactive, as given in Equation 3.13: System
Reactive Power Losses.
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠

𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 =

∑

𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙(𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 )

𝑛=1

Equation 3.12: System Real Power Losses
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𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠

𝑄𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 =

∑

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔(𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 )

𝑛=1

Equation 3.13: System Reactive Power Losses

With the total losses now calculated, they can be used to determine the total system
generation requirements and from here, the slack bus generation. The real part of the losses
can be combined with the system real load to determine the total real power generation.
Conversely, to determine the reactive generation we can do the same with the imaginary part
of the determined losses above.

𝑖

∑ 𝑃𝑖,𝑔𝑒𝑛 = ∑ 𝑃𝑖,𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 + 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠
𝑛=1

𝑖 ∈𝑆𝐿

Equation 3.14: Real Power Generation
𝑖

∑ 𝑄𝑖,𝑔𝑒𝑛 = ∑ 𝑄𝑖,𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 + 𝑄𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠
𝑛=1

𝑖 ∈𝑆𝐿

Equation 3.15: Reactive Power Generation

In the above equations, 𝑃𝑖,𝐿 refers to the real power use of the ith load, 𝑃𝑖,𝑔𝑒𝑛 refers to the real
power generation of the ith generator, Q refers to reactive power rather than real power, and
𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 refers to the total power losses of the system. With the total required generation now
known, and the set of generators bar the slack bus generator known, we can determine the
generation required at the slack bus. The slack bus in this system is always set as bus 1.
𝑖

𝑖

𝑃𝑔𝑒𝑛,𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘 = ∑ 𝑃𝑖,𝑔𝑒𝑛 − ∑ 𝑃𝑖,𝑔𝑒𝑛
𝑛=1

𝑛=2

Equation 3.16: Real Slack Bus Power Generation
𝑖

𝑖

𝑄𝑔𝑒𝑛,𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘 = ∑ 𝑄𝑖,𝑔𝑒𝑛 − ∑ 𝑄𝑖,𝑔𝑒𝑛
𝑛=1

𝑛=2

Equation 3.17: Reactive Slack Bus Power Generation

We now have solved the system for all generators, with both their reactive and real generation
known. Each of the bus voltages and their angles is also known. The line flows have also been
calculated and total system losses determined.
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3.6.

Optimal Power Flow

In building the system to solve a standard optimal power flow system, we need address a basic
model for solving this. The most basic of optimal power flow systems simply aim to match the
generation output to the load required while aiming to minimise the cost of the generation as
given in Equation 3.18: Cost Function for Generators. This is known as economic dispatch.
There are different objectives in optimal power flow such as minimising losses, however, in
this case, we are aiming to minimise the cost of generation (Pizano-Martinez 2010).
2
𝑀𝑖𝑛. 𝑓 = ∑ 𝑎𝑖 + 𝑏𝑖 𝑃𝐺𝑖 + 𝑐𝑖 𝑃𝐺𝑖
𝑖 ∈𝑆𝐺

Equation 3.18: Cost Function for Generators

∑ 𝑃𝐺𝑖 = ∑ 𝑃𝐿𝑖 + ∑ 𝑃𝐵𝑖
𝑖 ∈𝑆𝐺

𝑖 ∈𝑆𝐿

𝑖 ∈𝑆𝐵

Equation 3.19: Basic Optimal Power Flow

In the above equations, 𝑆𝐺 refers to a set of generators for the system, 𝑆𝐵 refers to the set of
branches of the system and 𝑆𝐿 refers to the set of loads of the system. 𝑎𝑖 𝑏𝑖 and 𝑐𝑖 are the
generator cost coefficients which are used to determine how much the system costs to
generate for a given power capacity.
These basic requirements can be used to solve an optimal power flow simulation with no
respect to stability or limits of equipment. This can be useful for simple model testing and
quick solutions. A system like this was built in MATLAB using the Optimization Toolbox and
more specifically, the fmincon function (The Mathworks Inc. 2013). It will be used to determine
a starting point for the stability constrained optimal power flow. This creates a higher
likelihood that the system will converge to a stable solution.

3.7.

Extending to Stability-Constrained Optimal Power Flow

The system can be extended to include some additional system constraints to allow for a more
useful conventional optimal power flow simulation. These additional constraints outlined
below determine a more useful solution and create a system which can be properly used in the
real world. Minimising costs is a good aim however it does not take into account the need for
certain bus voltages or line limits (Zimmerman R.D. 2011).
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𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑃𝑔𝑖
< 𝑃𝑔𝑖 < 𝑃𝑔𝑖
, 𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝐺
𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑄𝑔𝑖
< 𝑄𝑔𝑖 < 𝑄𝑔𝑖
, 𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝑅

𝑉𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛 < 𝑉𝑖 < 𝑉𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝐵
𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑚𝑖𝑛 < 𝑆𝑖𝑗 < 𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑚𝑎𝑥 , (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 𝑆𝐿
Equation 3.20: Extended Stability Constraints

Once again, 𝑆𝐺 refers to the set of generators for the system, 𝑆𝑅 refers to the set of reactive
sources in the system, 𝑆𝐵 refers to the set of buses, and 𝑆𝐿 refers to the set of lines that
connect the buses. In the case of the first equation, the set of generators are working within
prescribed power limits both maximum and minimum. The second equation refers to the
reactive power ability of reactive sources to both supply and absorb reactive power. The third
equation refers to the system wide voltage limits in per unit for each of the buses. The fourth
and final equation refers to the line capacity of the lines between the buses.
Further extending this simulation is the aim to develop a voltage stability constraint. Beyond
simply forcing a bus voltage to sit above a certain point, we aim to develop a constraint that
aims to prevent voltage collapse of the power network (Caiiizares C. 2001). The aim of this is to
maximise the voltage stability index of a network while maintaining a minimum cost or a
negligible difference in cost.

3.8.

System Confirmation and Testing

In order to test the system and ensure that the Gauss-Seidel method has been properly
implemented, PowerWorld will be used to compare generator settings and bus voltages with
those developed by the simulation.
The admittance matrix was built using several different input systems and compared against
the admittance matrix in PowerWorld. In each case, the matrices were identical. The final bus
voltages and generator operating points were also checked in these systems to ensure the
MATLAB algorithm was providing solutions that were correct. This was also confirmed and only
a minor adjustment to the maximum error allowed reduced the differences to negligible.
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4.

Optimal Power Flow Practical Implementation

The models presented in the previous chapter were to be implemented in a way so as to
calculate the optimal generator set points automatically. MATLAB was chosen as the program
to help achieve this and the system could be adequately represented in MATLAB function files.
It was decided that it was crucial that this be done inside MATLAB to allow for quicker
adjustments rather than transferring solutions from another simulation program such as
PowerWorld.

4.1.

MATLAB Optimization Toolbox

The MATLAB Optimization Toolbox is an application for MATLAB which provides algorithms for
searching solution spaces for an optimal solution. The Optimization Toolbox can be used to
either minimise or maximise objectives while satisfying user supplied constraints. The MATLAB
Optimization Toolbox contains many different types of functions for searching for solutions.
The function chosen for this thesis was the fmincon function. (The Mathworks Inc. 2013)
The fmincon function was chosen to be the prime function in solving the economic dispatch
and optimal power flow problem. Fmincon is designed to deal with constrained minimisation.
It works by altering a given value for a function and returning the lowest value for that
function within the constrained bounds. In the case of this thesis, we are minimizing the cost
function of the generators.
min 𝑓(𝑥)
𝑥

Equation 4.1: fmincon Objective

The bounds that can be given for the minimisation routine can take the following forms.
𝐴∙𝑥 ≤𝑏
𝐴𝑒𝑞 ∙ 𝑥 = 𝑏𝑒𝑞
𝑐(𝑥) ≤ 0
𝑐𝑒𝑞(𝑥) = 0
𝑙𝑏 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑢𝑏
Equation 4.2: fmincon Constraints

A and Aeq are matrices, b and beq are vectors, c(x) and ceq(x) are functions that are passed x
and return vectors, and f(x) is the cost function that returns a scalar quantity. The variable lb
refers to the lower bounds of the x vector while the variable ub is the upper bounds of the x
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variable (The Mathworks Inc. 2013). When parsing the x variable to the constraint and cost
function, these are the imposed limits on that vector. This reduces the search area for the
algorithm and reduces the time spent searching.
The fmincon function can have a number of different algorithms chosen to help iterate
through and solve the optimisation problem. The chosen algorithm for this thesis is fmincons
active set Algorithm. The decision to pick the active-set algorithm was for the sake of
simplicity. The active set algorithm worked the best for the small test cases that were used in
this thesis. Some of the other algorithms needed additional information to be supplied by the
user which may lead to a more robust solution that may lead to a global solution more often
than the current chosen algorithm.. Further thesis work on this can attempt to find a better
algorithm candidate.

4.2.

Program Outline

The main aim of this program is to find a stable system at the lowest possible cost. The basic
outline for the program is shown in Figure 1: Basic Program Outline
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Collect input data such as bus, line,
generator, and load data.
Alter the input data, and calculate variables
such as susceptance and conductance

Run economic dispatch to determine starting
generator variables and then solve the
system using Gauss-Seidel iteration to give
the starting position for fmincon

Enter data into GaussSeidel matrix and

Run fmincon on with constraints on bus

iterate to solve for the

voltages, line capacity, and generation

bus voltages,

capabilities.

generator operating
points, and line flows.

Check if solution is valid according
to system and output data.

Figure 1: Basic Program Outline

4.3.

Basic Program Structure

The program was divided into several separate functions for ease of manipulation. The main
functions are MATLAB .m files called SCOPF, MinCost, EconDisp, EconDispCost, and Simulation.
They each have a separate purpose. There is a final file for each case which is used to set up
each problem individually to make it clear to the user which case they are testing.
The initial entry point of the program is the case entry file. The entry file contains the basic
input data such as the bus variables and the branch. This then calls the SCOPF function.
SCOPF is the start of the calculations and alterations to the system. The function then does
some intermediate testing and variable calculations before we began determining the system.
Once the system is correctly initialised and all basic values are properly calculated, the
program then runs the economic dispatch. This is run through fmincon with the created
EconDisp constraint function and the EconDispCost objective function. This provides the
starting operating point for the generators.
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From here, the program then makes a call to Simulation. This then calculates corrected
voltages for the buses from the supplied information given out by the economic dispatch
solution.
As the data is now finally ready and set up to begin the optimisation, fmincon is called. This
takes in the MinCost function m file as its objective function and the Simulation function as its
constraints file. Here the optimization routine will run through its iterations before outputting
the results.

4.4.

TestCase - Initialisation

In the main section of the program, several variables are declared as global variables. This is to
prevent excessive parsing of variables due to the nature of fmincon. The user manually alters
the function m file to enter the input data for the buses. The data required for each bus is
shown below. Each dot point referring to generation refers to the generator placed at that bus
point, if a generator exists there. If no generator exists, then zero is entered. These are all
entered into a single matrix called buses in the program. The options are shown in List 1: Bus
Matrix Entries.


Bus Number



Real Power Generated



Reactive Power Generated



Minimum Real Power Generated



Maximum Real Power Generated



Maximum Reactive Power Supplied by Generator



Maximum Reactive Power Absorbed by Generator



Initial Cost Argument



Secondary Cost Argument



Tertiary Cost Argument



Real Power of Attached Load



Reactive Power of Attached Load



Initial Voltage in Per Unit of Bus



Initial Angle (always set to zero)



Type
List 1: Bus Matrix Entries
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The final data point, Type, refers to the style of bus that is to be analysed. This is because each
type of generator needs different calculations to ensure that it is correctly processed. The
different options available are shown in Table 1: Bus Types for Program (Khaleel 2009).
Table 1: Bus Types for Program

Number

Name

1

Slack Bus

Description
The slack bus refers to the primary generator in which
the voltage and angle are set for the bus, but the
generators real and reactive power are alterable. In this
program, the first bus should always be listed as the
slack bus and this was done to decrease variability in the
code.

2

Load (PQ) Bus

A Load Bus refers to any other bus which has no
generator attached to it. As previously noted, this
means that the reactive and real power of the bus are
known, and the voltage and voltage angle need to be
determined.

3

Generator (PV) Bus

A Generator Bus refers to any bus other than the Slack
Bus that has a generator attached to it. At these nodes,
the Power and Voltage magnitude are known, so we
need to determine the reactive power and angle of
these buses.

The next user input that needs to be edited is the lines matrix. This matrix contains all the
branches between various buses in the system. The list of ordered dot points of the
information that the lines matrix can have entered is shown in List 2: Line Matrix Entries. Not
all of the information in this list is required to be entered before running the program (Khaleel
2009).
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From Bus



To Bus



Resistance in Per Unit of the Branch



Reactance in Per Unit of the Branch



Conductance in Per Unit of the Branch (calculated value)



Susceptance in Per Unit of the Branch (calculated value)



Impedance in Per Unit of the Branch (calculated value)



Current in Per Unit of the Branch (calculated value)



Line Capacity in Amps of the Branch
List 2: Line Matrix Entries

The information that is shown in the list which is shown as a calculated value can be entered as
zero. The reason for this is that all those values can be calculated from the given resistance
and reactance of the branches. This is done in the next segment in preparation for the
simulation to be run.
After correctly reading in all the input data, the class will then call the SCOPF function.

4.5.

SCOPF – Calculations

The initial calculations run through each of the lines in the branch to determine the
conductance and susceptance as given in Equation 3.3: Susceptance and Conductance
Equations. The options required for fmincon are also set up here.
Following on from this, the lower bounds, the upper bounds, and the initial set point of the
system need to be determined and calculated. The variables that can be altered to determine
the minimum cost of generation are the bus voltages at the generators, and the real power
limits of the generators, not including the slack bus generator. This is because the slack bus is
determined by the other generators.

The bus voltage bounds have been manually set. The lower bound for the bus voltages has
been set to 0.95 per unit and the upper bound limit has been set to 1.05 per unit. This allows a
±0.05 per unit tolerance for the buses.
The generator bounds are taken directly from the inputted data given in the buses matrix
variable. These are user generated inputs, so realistic variables need to be added to prevent
large errors in the calculations. If any of these bounds have the same upper and lower limit
then fmincon removes this bound.
The final bound that needs to be added is the Voltage Stability Index and the bound needs to
be set between zero and one to be useful. This was not included in this thesis.
Once all this information has been calculated, the Simulation is called to get the new bus
voltages, the angles associated with those buses, and generator operating points for the
system.
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4.6.

Simulation - Gauss-Seidel Iteration

The Simulation function M file is an adapted Gauss Seidel iteration loop for determining the
bus voltages, bus angles, and generator operating points of the system. This file in its current
state cannot be used on its own due to the way passing of variables is happening and has been
designed specifically to work in conjunction with the SCOPF function M file.
The admittance matrix is named ybus in this function. It is first initialised to the correct size
which is an n x n matrix for the system with zeroes in all entries. The admittance of each line is
calculated into a vector using the previously calculated susceptance and conductance values of
each line from Equation 3.4: Admittance Equation.
Then each branch is iterated through to calculate the admittance which is placed into the
correct position for that branch. To finish off the admittance bus, the diagonals are calculated
by determining the sum of admittances at that bus point. This is the admittance bus fully
calculated and ready to be used in the simulation. To confirm that the admittance matrix was
correctly calculated, the generated matrix was compared against several systems set up in
PowerWorld. In each instance, the admittance matrix was identical to the calculated matrix.
Since the system is passed new values for bus voltages and generator real power, these need
to be entered into the buses matrix. This is because all the work is calculated using this matrix.
Since the values entered for load and generation are listed in megawatts, this needs to be
converted to per unit values. The real and reactive power at each bus have their differentials
calculated then converted to per unit. This gives two vectors which can be used for
calculations and are shown in Equation 4.3: Real and Reactive Power at a Bus in Per Unit.
𝑃𝑖,𝑝𝑢 =

𝑃𝑖,𝐺 − 𝑃𝑖,𝐿
𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑉𝐴

𝑄𝑖,𝑝𝑢 =

𝑄𝑖,𝐺 − 𝑄𝑖,𝐿
𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑉𝐴

Equation 4.3: Real and Reactive Power at a Bus in Per Unit.

The next variable given is the maximum error variable. This is used to check whether the
system has converged such that differences between iterations and the next are small. The
trade-off here is in simulation time. The problem with this is that when the constrained search
begins, this Gauss Seidel iteration function may be called many times which can drastically
increase the amount of time searching. In order to keep this low, the initial error here can be
set to 10−4 while the final simulation can be run with a much higher degree of precision
(Chowdhury 2000).
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The main iteration loop is set up as a while loop that will iterate while the calculated
differences between the current iteration bus voltage values and previous iteration bus
voltage values are greater than the error variable given before.
Since we only need to iterate through the non-slack buses, we set up a loop which sequences
through from the second bus through to the final bus. This is the reason why the number 1 bus
needs to be set as the slack bus. The bus current injection is determined and checked with
each other bus using the admittance matrix. If there is no branch between those two buses, it
retrieves a zero and no current is added to that point. This is then used in testing either style of
bus.
The first testing is done on the Generation or PV buses. With the calculated current we can
now determine the generated reactive power at that bus. To determine the reactive power
generation, we use Equation 3.5: Reactive Power Generated on P-V Bus.
With this new calculated reactive power, we can use this to recalculate the bus voltages. With
these new voltages, we can copy these back into the buses variable. These voltages are
determined using Equation 3.6: Voltage on P-V Bus.
The next part is to determine the voltage on the load buses. The program attempts to iterate
to a new point that is closer to the true solution. This is multiplied by an acceleration factor of
1.4 to enable the system to converge faster. This is shown in results later in this thesis. The
equation to solve this is shown at Equation 3.7: Accelerated Voltage Equation for Quicker
Convergence
Once all bus voltages have been calculated, we compare the old bus voltages are compared to
the new bus voltages to check whether convergence has been achieved. The new bus voltages
are then copied in to the old variable and if convergence has not been achieved, the process is
repeated.
After convergence is achieved, the system then has the slack bus and generator power and
reactive power calculated. The losses in each branch are calculated by using the admittance
matrix and the voltage of both the sending and receiving end. Using Equation 3.11: Line Losses
determined from Power Flows, we determine the total losses in a system and from here
determine the reactive and real power of the slack bus using Equation 3.16: Real Slack Bus
Power Generation and Equation 3.17: Reactive Slack Bus Power Generation. With this new
information, we can now enter that into the buses variable and finish the initial base state of
the system.
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4.7.

SCOPF - Constrained Minimum Search

The function flow then returns to the SCOPF function where MinCost is set up as an
anonymous objective function, and Simulation as an anonymous constraint function.
These will both take in x0 as a variable and check to see if it has been minimized. The variable
x0 is the initial guess supplied to the objective function.
MinCost is a very simple function. It simply gets the total cost for generating the power
required by each unit. It uses the variables given in the buses matrix variable to determine its
cost of generation. These variables are used in the quadratic fuel equation for real power
generation. Each generator is calculated individually and summed together to form the total
cost, as per Equation 3.18: Cost Function for Generators.
Simulation is set as the anonymous constraint function. Simulation returns c and ceq as the
constraints for the system. The only system constraints that are checked are the line
constraints, which are added to the c constraints as given in Equation 4.4: Line Constraints. So
long as the results are below or equal to zero, the constraints are satisfied.
𝑐 = 𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 − 𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦
Equation 4.4: Line Constraints

Fmincon is then called using the previously determined upper and lower bounds, the
anonymous cost function, and the anonymous constraint function. The Aeq, a, b, and beq
constraints are not used in this function so they given null entries into the system.
The fmincon algorithm then iterates through x to find a suitable solution that doesn’t break
the constraints, and minimises the cost function.

4.8.

System Output

The system is output in various lists. The first output shows the base volt-ampere of the
system, the voltage base, and the current base. It also outputs the number of buses,
generators, and branches in the system.
The second list output shows each bus and the input variables such as the real and reactive
load for the bus. The calculated bus voltages and the angles of the bus voltages are shown at
the end to easily determine the calculated variables from the input variables.
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The next output shows the generators and their input variables such as minimum and
maximum generation power along with their associated bus. The calculated variables such as
the actual real and reactive power generated and voltage are shown at the end.
The lines are then output as well. Each line has the input variables displayed followed by the
calculated variables such as susceptance and conductance. The final output number is the
percentage of capacity.
The final numerical output is the cost of the entire system as given by the MinCost function.

5.

Simulation Results

Two different tests were done on the system.
The first test was done to determine ideal acceleration value and ensure that 1.4 was
appropriate to minimise computation time.
The second test run was test and find ideal starting position and ability to solve a system for
the program. There were two systems tested and each system was given four different starting
points.

5.1.

Iterations to Convergence for Different Acceleration Values

For a five bus-three generator system, the number of iterations to converge was tested against
several acceleration values. This was to ensure that the data found in (Chowdhury 2000) was
consistent with my results.
Acceleration Factor Iterations to Solve
1.0

15

1.2

14

1.3

7

1.4

9

1.5

13

1.6

16

1.8

33
Table 2: Three Bus Convergence

This was extended to the 9 bus-3 generator system to check how the algorithm might be
affected by a larger system.
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Acceleration Factor Iterations to Solve
1.0

56

1.2

43

1.3

38

1.4

33

1.5

29

1.6

25

1.8

25
Table 3: Ten Bus Convergence

While this was showed that it wasn’t always the best case that setting the acceleration factor
1.4, it seemed to have the best overall effect and coincided with the results achieved in
(Chowdhury 2000)

5.2.

Economic Dispatch Test Case

This was a simple test case to ensure the economic dispatch function worked as intended for
the program. The idea was to hand calculate an economic dispatch for a set of three
generators and compare that with the inbuilt solution given by fmincon.
The selected case had a total load of 315 MW. Each of the generators has the given cost
function given in Table 4: Economic Dispatch Test Table. Hand calculations were performed in
accordance with (Deepak 2011). Lamda was calculated as 8.3818 for the system which gave
the results in this table.
Cost Function

Hand Solution

ED fmincon Solution

200 + 7.0𝑃 + 0.008𝑃2

86.36 MW

93.23 MW

180 + 6.3𝑃 + 0.009𝑃2

115.65 MW

121.7 MW

140 + 6.8𝑃 + 0.007𝑃2

112.98 MW

100 MW

$29037

$28927

Total Cost

Table 4: Economic Dispatch Test Table

It was entirely unexpected that the economic dispatch would provide a solution better than
the hand calculated solution. The solution however remains valid and gave a minimum cost for
generation at the required level of 315 MW. This is considered valid.
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5.3.

Stability Constrained Optimal Power Flow Test Case #1

The first test case is a 5 bus, 3 generator system shown in Figure 2: 5 bus test system. This
system was taken from (Ramli n.d.). The test case is shown below in a screenshot of the
system set up in PowerWorld. The system contains 4 loads and 7 branches. The system was
not given line data for calculating maximum current flow so values were assumed. The system
had the voltage limits set to 0.96 per unit minimum and 1.04 per unit maximum. Each
generator has individual limits which are shown below. Line limits are ignored in this setting.
Voltage base was given as 66kV and power base was 100 MVA.

Figure 2: 5 bus test system

The above system was created using the values in the tables given below. Both PowerWorld
and the created MATLAB simulation program accept these values and were used in
calculations.
Table 5: Bus Voltages and Loadings for Test Case 1
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Bus

Real Power

Reactive

Lower Voltage

Upper Voltage

Number

Load

Power Load

Bound

Bound

1

0

0

0.96 p.u.

1.04 p.u.

2

20

10

0.96 p.u.

1.04 p.u.

3

20

15

0.96 p.u.

1.04 p.u.

4

50

30

0.96 p.u.

1.04 p.u.

5

60

40

0.96 p.u.

1.04 p.u.

Table 6: Generator Limit Variables and Cost Function for Test Case 1

Bus

Generator

Generator

Generator

Generator

Cubic Cost

Number

Real Min

Real Max

Reactive Min

Reactive Max

Function

1

10

85

-50

50

200 + 7𝑃1
+ 0.008𝑃12

2

10

80

-50

180 + 6.3𝑃2

50

+ 0.009𝑃22
3

10

70

-50

140 + 6.8𝑃3

40

+ 0.007𝑃32

Table 7: Branch Input Variables for Test Case 1

From Bus

To Bus Resistance Reactance Capacity

1

2

0.06 p.u.

0.03 p.u.

N/A

1

3

0.08 p.u.

0.24 p.u.

N/A

2

3

0.06 p.u.

0.18 p.u.

N/A

2

4

0.06 p.u.

0.18 p.u.

N/A

2

5

0.04 p.u.

0.12 p.u.

N/A

3

4

0.01 p.u.

0.03 p.u.

N/A

4

5

0.08 p.u.

0.24 p.u.

N/A

The above input branch variables were used in calculations to find the branch admittance.
These results are shown in Table 8: Calculated Branch Variables for Test Case 1. These were
found using Equation 3.3: Susceptance and Conductance Equations and Equation 3.4:
Admittance Equation.
Table 8: Calculated Branch Variables for Test Case 1
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From Bus

To Bus

Conductance

Susceptance

Impedance

1

2

0.0555

-1.6648

0.6003

1

3

1.6667

-5

0.1897

2

3

1.25

-3.75

0.2530

2

4

10

-30

0.0316

2

5

1.6667

-5

0.1897

3

4

2.5

-7.5

0.1265

4

5

1.25

-3.75

0.2530

This allowed us to build the admittance matrix. This matrix was calculated in the MATLAB
program and then checked against the admittance matrix solved inside PowerWorld to
confirm that it was calculated correctly.
1.3 − 5.4𝑗
−0.06 + 1.7𝑗
−1.3 + 3.8𝑗
0
0

−0.06 + 1.7𝑗
5.9 − 19.2𝑗
−1.7 + 5𝑗

−1.3 + 3.8𝑗
0
−1.7 + 5𝑗 −1.7 + 5𝑗
12.9 − 38.8𝑗 −10 + 30𝑗

−1.7 + 5𝑗
−2.5 + 7.5𝑗

−10 + 30𝑗 12.9 − 38.8𝑗 −1.3 + 3.8𝑗
−1.3 + 3.8𝑗
0
0

0
−2.5 + 7.5𝑗
0

With all the variables calculated, the system is ready to be solved. All the previous calculations
are independent of the case variables. The only variables which need to be determined are the
bus voltages and the generator real power outputs for those generators which are not the
slack bus. The slack bus generator is obviously dependent on the system. For the sake of
clarity, the slack bus G1 has its real power generation shown in Table 9: Case 1 Input Data.
Table 9: Case 1 Input Data

Case

G1 Real Power G2 Real Power G3 Real Power

Base Case

86 MW

40 MW

30 MW

Economic Dispatch

31.94 MW

67.28 MW

50.79 MW

User Generated Values 1 58.2 MW

50 MW

50 MW

User Generated Values 2 88.2
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The initial point is critical to determining the best solution and creating a stable solution in a
short period of time. There were 4 tests trials used to determine the ideal starting point. The
base case was provided by the previously mentioned thesis paper. This suggest that generator
2 and generator 3 have 40 MW and 30 MW respectively. With these values entered into
PowerWorld, the slack bus generator was given a solution of 86 MW.
In each of the cases, the real power is used in the coded Gauss-Seidel simulation. The program
then correctly calculates the reactive power variables for the generators.
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The next case was decided to have the starting points set by solving the system for economic
dispatch. While manually solving this problem is easy, it was built into the system that was
coded up to allow for quicker testing. The Economic Dispatch solves the system to have 31MW
on the slack bus, and 67 MW and 50 MW on generator 2 and generator 3 respectively. This
should provide the ideal base starting case as this is the cheapest the generators will be able to
run assuming no losses.
The next two cases were hand chosen values in an attempt to determine whether there may
be better options. These were chosen with values which will closely approximate the full load
required.
To prevent excessive waiting, MaxFunctionEvals was set to 5000. This prevented the program
from being stuck in an endless loop whenever an appropriate solution could not be found that
satisfied the constraints. MaxIter was also set to 200. These options were determined from
(The Mathworks Inc. 2013). These are easily editable for any larger systems which may require
much more processing to determine.

Table 10: Case 1 Results

Case

Case 1: Base

Time to

Gauss Seidel

Solution

Solve

Time

Cost

0.596 s

0.345 s

$1594.72

All Constraints Satisfied

No. MVAR on Gen 3
exceeded

Case 2: Economic

0.873 s

0.096 s

$1156.21

Yes

3.473 s

2.576 s

$1240.99

No. MVAR on Gen 3

Dispatch
Case 3: User
Generated 1
Case 4: User
Generated 2

exceeded
3.451 s

2.555 s

$1537.20

No. MVAR on Gen 2
exceeded

The solver only correctly determined the system from the Economic Dispatch solved starting
position. This is likely due to the fact that stepping up from the absolute minimum will allow
the system to correctly find a global minimum for the function which allows the constraints to
be solved. MVAR flows were the only issue. Bus Voltages were all within prescribed limits of
0.96 per unit and 1.04 per unit. The final solved output is given in Appendix 1 - Test Case 1
Solved Output
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5.4.

Stability Constrained Optimal Power Flow Test Case #2

Test Case 2 was selected from (Pizano-Martinez 2010). This system is a 9 bus system, 3
generator system. This is only slightly larger than the previous test case however allows for a
direct comparison to the results achieved by Pizano-Martinez. The system is actually an IEEE
test system that was standardised for solving issues such as these. The system has a limit of
0.95 per unit for minimum bus voltage and 1.05 per unit for the maximum. Reactive power
limits for the generators where set to - 80 MVAR and a maximum of 150 MVAR. Below is a
single line diagram of the system for ease of reference.

Figure 3: Test Case 2 Single Line Diagram

This system was created using the values from Table 11, Table 12, and Table 13 which entered
into both PowerWorld and the created MATLAB simulation program.
Table 11: Bus Voltages and Loadings for Test Case 2
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Bus

Real Power

Reactive

Lower Voltage

Upper Voltage

Number

Load

Power Load

Bound

Bound

1

0

0

0.96 p.u.

1.04 p.u.

2

20

10

0.96 p.u.

1.04 p.u.

3

20

15

0.96 p.u.

1.04 p.u.

4

50

30

0.96 p.u.

1.04 p.u.

5

60

40

0.96 p.u.

1.04 p.u.

Table 12: Generator Limit Variables and Cost Function for Test Case 2

Bus

Generator

Generator

Generator

Generator

Cubic Cost

Number

Real Min

Real Max

Reactive Min

Reactive Max

Function

1

10

85

-50

50

200 + 7𝑃1
+ 0.008𝑃12

2

10

80

-50

180 + 6.3𝑃2

50

+ 0.009𝑃22
3

10

70

-50

140 + 6.8𝑃3

40

+ 0.007𝑃32

Table 13: Branch Input Variables for Test Case 2

From Bus

To Bus Resistance Reactance Capacity

1

2

0.06 p.u.

0.03 p.u.

N/A

1

3

0.08 p.u.

0.24 p.u.

N/A

2

3

0.06 p.u.

0.18 p.u.

N/A

2

4

0.06 p.u.

0.18 p.u.

N/A

2

5

0.04 p.u.

0.12 p.u.

N/A

3

4

0.01 p.u.

0.03 p.u.

N/A

4

5

0.08 p.u.

0.24 p.u.

N/A

As per the previous case, these variables were entered into the program to have some
intermediary work done. These variables were solved for the system and the below data was
calculated.
Table 14: Calculated Branch Variables for Case 2
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From Bus

To Bus

Conductance

Susceptance

Impedance

1

2

0.0555

-1.6648

0.6003

1

3

1.6667

-5

0.1897

2

3

1.25

-3.75

0.2530

2

4

10

-30

0.0316

2

5

1.6667

-5

0.1897

3

4

2.5

-7.5

0.1265

4

5

1.25

-3.75

0.2530

The admittance matrix was then built using the above data. The admittance matrix is not
included due to its size. Inherently, an admittance matrix grows in size with an increase in
buses.
The basic system has all the variables calculated and the system is ready to be solved. As
shown in the previous case, the only variables which need to be solved for are the non-slack
bus generators and the voltage on all other generation buses. The four cases used to solve are
given below.
Table 15: Case 2 Input Data

Case

G1 Real Power G2 Real Power G3 Real Power

Base Case

100 MW

100 MW

100 MW

Economic Dispatch

93.23 MW

121.7 MW

100 MW

User Generated Values 1 150 MW

75 MW

75 MW

User Generated Values 2 60 MW

140 MW

100 MW

The four cases each had different starting points to try and see how convergence could be
achieved again. The base case was given in (Pizano-Martinez 2010). The economic dispatch
was the solved economic dispatch case assuming no losses and ignoring flows. User generated
variables 1 and 2 were hand selected as possible starting points for the system. Initial Reactive
power for the generators in the system is taken from the output of the Gauss-Seidel iteration.
As in the previous case, MaxFunctionEvals was set to 5000. MaxIter was set to 200.
Table 16: Case 2 Test Results

Case

Case 1: Base

Time to

Gauss Seidel

Solution

All Constraints

Solve

Time

Cost

Satisfied

0.407 s

0.056 s

$2361.56

No. Under voltage
buses

Case 2: Economic

0.744 s

0.06 s

$2221.14

Yes

0.559 s

0.091 s

$2782.13

Yes

Dispatch
Case 3: User
Generated 1
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Case 4: User

0.623 s

0.091 s

$2230.01

Yes

Generated 2

The final output from the program is listed in Appendix 2 - Test Case 2 Solved Output.
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6.

Conclusion

6.1.

Thesis Conclusion

This thesis set out to build a program in MATLAB which was designed to solve an optimal
power flow problem on any generic power system by determining the minimum cost of
generation while keeping the system inside a specified set of voltage constraint criteria.
The system was built using the MATLAB Optimization Toolbox and specifically used the
fmincon function. The system adequately solves a system to ensure that it fits within the
constraints of the individual components of the system. This was tested on two small bus
systems to ensure that it worked as expected. The solutions provided by the program provided
the minimum cost solution while satisfying the voltage constraint criteria.
This thesis provides a good starting point for further extension into the field of optimal power
flow. The program provides a solution that meets certain stability constraints. Adding new
constraints, or increasing the size of the system can be achieved by preparing these extensions
in the format required by the fmincon function. Further suggestions are given in Suggestions
for Future Work.

6.2.

Suggestions for Future Work

A suggestion for further work in this field is to expand on the options available to the program.
There are many different ways in which this can be accomplished and expanding on the system
will allow for more precise results, and a more stable power network.
The program could be expanded to decide whether all generators are necessary to run.
Currently, the system only determines the cheapest most cost effective way of running all
generators together. The system could be altered to determine whether a generator could
actually be turned off, thus saving further costs. Expanding the program to allow for
determination of new generator placement could be achieved.
The generator constraints could be set up to include a more complete generator capability
curve. From the system as it stands, only minimum and maximums are used by the program.
This would allow for a more complete stability check on generator usage. A full generator
capability curve would allow to create a more stable system that properly sits within its limits.
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On top of this, we could try and allow for further refinements to the cost curve of the
generators. Adding the ability for the program to accept piecewise linear, or a more refined
cubic cost model would allow for more precision in determining the cost of the system. Being
able to scale this up correctly where 2% savings could mean millions of dollars overall means
this area needs to be at its highest accuracy.
Attempting to find a better algorithm in fmincon could help the program either solve faster or
provide more robust solutions. This is one area which needs further examination to make the
program more useful and viable. The interior point algorithm may be the best candidate for
future examination.
The current system developed by this research thesis refers to static stability criteria. The
system could be expanded to include transient elements such as generator rotor angles and
stability of generators during faults. Transient elements have been researched in other papers
referenced in this thesis and provide a solid background on how to introduce transient stability
into the constraints.
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8.

Appendices

8.1.

Appendix 1 - Test Case 1 Solved Output

System Power Base: 100 MVA
System Voltage: 32 kV
System Current Base: 1.8042 kA
System Buses: 5
System Branches: 7
System Generated Real Power: 152.8985 MW
System Load Real Power: 150 MW
System Real Power Loss: 2.8985 MW
System Generated Reactive Power: 105.0173 MW
System Load Reactive Power: 95 MW
System Reactive Power Loss: 10.0173 MW
System Total Cost: $1156.2286
Bus Voltages
BusNo
Real Power Reactive Power Voltage Angle
1
0
0
1.0399
0
2
20
10
1.0315
-5.1768
3
20
15
1.029
-4.0305
4
50
30
1.0132
-5.0057
5
60
40
0.97552
-7.2808

Generator Variables
BusNo Real Power
Reactive Power
Min Max Act
Min Max Act
1
10 85 52
-50 50 23.5521
2
10 80 35
-50 50 49.2072
3
10 70 66
-50 40 32.258

Branch Variables
FromBus ToBus
1 2 0.02
2 3 0.06
1 3 0.08
3 4 0.01
2 4 0.06
2 5 0.04
4 5 0.08
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R
0.6
0.18
0.24
0.03
0.18
0.12
0.24

X
G
B Capacity Loading
0.055 -1.665 0
0
1.667 -5.000 0
0
1.250 -3.750 0
0
10.000 -30.000 0
0
1.667 -5.000 0
0
2.500 -7.500 0
0
1.250 -3.750 0
0

8.2.

Appendix 2 - Test Case 2 Solved Output

System Power Base: 100 MVA
System Voltage: 32 kV
System Current Base: 1.8042 kA
System Buses: 9
System Branches: 9
System Generated Real Power: 320.0265 MW
System Load Real Power: 315 MW
System Real Power Loss: 5.0265 MW
System Generated Reactive Power: 157.2562 MW
System Load Reactive Power: 115 MW
System Reactive Power Loss: 42.2562 MW
System Total Cost: $2225.3697
Bus Voltages
BusNo
Real Power Reactive Power Voltage Angle
1
0
0
0.9978
0
2
0
0
1.04
-2.9899
3
0
0
1.04
-2.1973
4
0
0
0.9836
-3.602
5
125
50
0.95563
-8.115
6
90
30
0.96933
-6.6454
7
0
0
0.99959
-6.872
8
100
35
0.9843
-8.2817
9
0
0
1.0087
-5.4056

Generator Variables
BusNo Real Power
Min Max Act
1
10 200 108
2
10 150 112
3
10 100 100

Reactive Power
Min Max Act
-80 150 27.8932
-80 150 71.0616
-80 150 58.3014

Branch Variables
FromBus ToBus R
X
G
B Capacity Loading
1 4 0 0.0576 0.000 -17.361 0
0
4 6 0.017 0.092 1.942 -10.511 0
0
3 9 0 0.0586 0.000 -17.065 0
0
6 9 0.039 0.092 3.906 -9.214 0
0
5 7 0.032 0.045 10.495 -14.759 0
0
7 8 0.0085 0.072 1.617 -13.698 0
0
2 7 0 0.0625 0.000 -16.000 0
0
8 9 0.0119 0.0808 1.784 -12.113 0
0
5 4 0.017 0.15 0.746 -6.582 0
0
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8.3.

Appendix 3 - MATLAB Code – TestCase1

function TestCase1
%TestCase This is the entry point of the optimal power flow function
%
This function is the starting point of the optimal power flow function.
%
The variables buses and line both numerical describe a basic power
%
system which will be used in determining optimal working point.
global buses line;

% Generators detailed in MW
% 1.BusNo 2.Pg 3.Qg 4.Pmin 5.Pmax 6.Qmin 7.Qmax 8.CostInit 9.CostX 10.CostX2 11.Pload
12.Qload 13.Vbus 14.Ang 15.Type
buses = [
1 35 0 10 85 -50 50 200 7.0 0.008 0 0 1.0 0 1;
2 80 0 10 80 -50 50 180 6.3 0.009 20 10 1.0 0 3;
3 35 0 10 70 -50 40 140 6.8 0.007 20 15 1.0 0 3;
4
0 0 0
0
0 0
0
0
0 50 30 1.0 0 2;
5
0 0 0
0
0 0
0
0
0 60 40 1.0 0 2;
];
% Type 1 = Slack Bus; Type 2 = Load Bus; Type 3 = Generator Bus
% 1.FromBus
% 10. lamba
line = [ 1 2
2 3
1 3
3 4
2 4
2 5
4 5
];

2.ToBus
11. mu
0.02 0.60
0.06 0.18
0.08 0.24
0.01 0.03
0.06 0.18
0.04 0.12
0.08 0.24

3.R
4.X
5.G
12. VSI
13.r
0 0 0 0 100000 0
0 0 0 0 100000 0
0 0 0 0 100000 0
0 0 0 0 100000 0
0 0 0 0 100000 0
0 0 0 0 100000 0
0 0 0 0 100000 0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6.B
7.Z
14.x
0 0 0;
0 0 0;
0 0 0;
0 0 0;
0 0 0;
0 0 0;
0 0 0;

% Call to function to work on the above variables
SCOPF()
end
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8.I

9.Capacity

8.4.

Appendix 4 - MATLAB Code – SCOPF

function result = SCOPF
%SCOPF This function is called from a TestCase where a SCOPF is run.
%
Detailed explanation goes here
global buses line baseVA baseV baseI numLines numBuses losses qLoss numGen;

numBuses = length(buses(:,1));
numLines = length(line(:,1));
numGen = 0;
for i=1:numBuses
if(buses(i,15) == 3 || buses(i,15) == 1)
numGen = numGen + 1;
end
end
options = optimoptions('fmincon', 'Display','iter','Algorithm','active-set',
'MaxFunEvals', 5000, 'MaxIter', 200);
baseVA = 100; % in MVA
baseV = 32; % in kV
baseI = baseVA/(sqrt(3)*baseV); % in kA
%% This block is calculate the impedence, conductance and susceptance from the given
Resistance and Reactance.
for a=1:numLines
R = line(a,3);
X = line(a,4);
line(a,7) = sqrt(R^2+X^2);
line(a,5) = R/(R^2 + X^2); %Conductance Calculation - G
line(a,6) = -(X / (X^2 + R^2)); %Susceptance Calculation - B
end
%%This Block is to set up the ED initial Point. Disable and Enable as
%%needed
for i=1:length(buses(:,1))
if (buses(i,15) == 3 || buses(i,15) == 1)
l1(i) = buses(i,4);
u1(i) = buses(i,5);
x0(i) = buses(i,2);
end
end
costfnc = @(x)EconDispCost(x);
constfnc = @(x)EconDisp(x);
[x fval exitflag] = fmincon(costfnc, x0, [], [],[],[], l1, u1, constfnc, options);
n=1;
for i=1:length(buses(:,1))
if (buses(i,15) == 3 || buses(i,15) == 1)
buses(i,2) = x(n);
n = n+1;
end
end

%% Determine Limits for Full Function Search
j=1;
for i=1:length(buses(:,1))
% Bus Voltages
if(buses(i,15) == 3 || buses(i,15) == 1)
lb(j) = 0.96;
ub(j) = 1.04;
x0(j) = buses(i,13);
j=j+1;
end
end
% Real Power Min/Max/Avg
for i=2:length(buses(:,1))
if buses(i,15) == 3
lb(j) = buses(i,4);
ub(j) = buses(i,5);
x0(j) = buses(i,2);
j=j+1;
end
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end
lb = transpose(lb);
ub = transpose(ub);
x0 = transpose(x0);

% Set up fmincon for SCOPF
[c ceq] = Simulation(x0);
costfnc = @(x)MinCost(x);
constfnc = @(x)Simulation(x);
% Run fmincon
[x fval exitflag] = fmincon(costfnc, x0, [], [],[],[], lb, ub, constfnc, options);

% All output after this
l1 = ['System Power Base: ', num2str(baseVA) , ' MVA'];
l2 = ['System Voltage: ', num2str(baseV), ' kV'];
l3 = ['System Current Base: ' , num2str(baseI) , ' kA'];
l4 = ['System Buses: ' , num2str(numBuses)];
l5 = ['System Branches: ', num2str(numLines)];
l8 = ['System Real Power Loss: ', num2str(losses), ' MW'];
l6 = ['System Generated Real Power: ', num2str(sum(buses(:,2))), ' MW'];
l7 = ['System Load Real Power: ', num2str(sum(buses(:,11))), ' MW'];
l12 = ['System Total Cost: $', num2str(MinCost(x))];
l11 = ['System Reactive Power Loss: ', num2str(qLoss), ' MW'];
l9 = ['System Generated Reactive Power: ', num2str(sum(buses(:,3))), ' MW'];
l10 = ['System Load Reactive Power: ', num2str(sum(buses(:,12))), ' MW'];
disp(l1)
disp(l2)
disp(l3)
disp(l4)
disp(l5)
disp(' ')
disp(l6)
disp(l7)
disp(l8)
disp(' ')
disp(l9)
disp(l10)
disp(l11)
disp(' ')
disp(l12)
disp(' ')
disp(' ')
disp('Bus Voltages')
disp('
BusNo
Real Power
Reactive Power Voltage
Angle ')
for i=1:numBuses
l = ['
', num2str(int32(buses(i,1))),'
',num2str(int32(buses(i,11))),'
' ...
,num2str(int32(buses(i,12))),'
',num2str(single(abs(buses(i,13)))), ...
'
',num2str(single(buses(i,14)))];
disp(l)
end
disp(' ');
disp(' ');
disp('Generator Variables');
disp('
BusNo
Real Power
Reactive Power
')
disp('
Min
Max
Act
Min
Max
Act')
for i=1:numBuses
if buses(i,15) == 3 || buses(i,15) == 1
l = ['
', num2str(int32(buses(i,1))),'
',num2str(int32(buses(i,4))),'
' ...
,num2str(int32(buses(i,5))),'
',num2str(int32(abs(buses(i,2)))), ...
'
',num2str(single(buses(i,6))),'
',num2str(single(abs(buses(i,7)))), ...
'
',num2str(single(buses(i,3)))];
disp(l)
end
end
disp(' ');
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disp(' ');
disp('Branch Variables');
disp('FromBus
ToBus
R

X

G

B

Capacity

Loading ')

for i=1:numLines
x1 = sprintf('%0.3f', single(line(i,5)));
x2 = sprintf('%0.3f', single(line(i,6)));
l = ['
', num2str(int32(line(i,1))),'
',num2str(int32(line(i,2))),'
' ...
,num2str(single(line(i,3))),'
',num2str(single(line(i,4))), ...
'
',x1,'
',x2, '
', num2str(int32(line(i,8))) ,...
'
',num2str(single((line(i,8)/(line(i,9)))*100))];
disp(l)
end
end
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8.5.

Appendix 5 – MATLAB Code - Simulation

function [c ceq] = Simulation(x0)
%SIMULATION Uses the Gauss-Seidel Iteration Method to determine bus
%voltages
%
The system uses what was set up in TestCase1 and initialised in SCOPF
%
to develop a new set of bus voltages and angles as well as determine
%
line flows
global buses line baseVA numLines numBuses losses qLoss numGen;
c = [];
ceq = [];
ybus = zeros(numBuses, numBuses);
y = line(:,5)+1i*line(:,6); % i used here is the complex notation i
%% This block is to calculate the admittance matrix
for a=1:numLines
ybus(line(a,1),line(a,2)) = -y(a);
ybus(line(a,2),line(a,1)) = ybus(line(a,1),line(a,2));
end
% Calculate diagonal of admittance matrix
for a=1:numBuses
for b=1:numLines
if line(b,1) == a || line(b,2) == a
ybus(a,a) = ybus(a,a) + y(b);
end
end
end
V = buses(:,13);
%% This block begins to Calculate the Iterations
p = 1;
for i=1:numBuses
if(buses(i,15) == 3 || buses(i,15) == 1)
V(i) = x0(p);
buses(i,13) = V(i);
p = p + 1;
end
end
PG = buses(:,2);
for i=2:numBuses
if(buses(i,15)) == 3
PG(i) = x0(p);
buses(i,2) = PG(i);
p = p + 1;
end
end
QG
PL
QL
VV

=
=
=
=

buses(:,3);
buses(:,11);
buses(:,12);
V;

P = (PG-PL)./100;
Q = (QG-QL)./100;

maxerror = 0.00001;
tol = 1;
iter = 0;
while tol > maxerror
iter = iter + 1;
for j=2:numBuses
YV = 0;
for k=1:numBuses
if j~=k
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YV = YV + ybus(j,k)* V(k); % determine bus current injection
end
end
%Calculation for Q on PV(gen bus) bus
if buses(j,15) == 3
Q(j) = -imag(conj(V(j))*(YV + ybus(j,j)*V(j)));
buses(j,3) = Q(j)*baseVA;
end
%Compute Bus Voltages
V(j) = (((P(j)-1i*Q(j))/conj(V(j))) - YV)/ybus(j,j);
%Calculating Voltage on PV bus
if buses(j,15) == 3
Vc(j)=abs(VV(j))*(V(j)/abs(V(j)));
buses(j,13) = Vc(j);
V(j) = Vc(j);
end
%Calculating Voltage for PQ bus
%Acceleration factor of 1.4 to increase the speed in which
%convergence occurs
if buses(j,15) == 2
Vacc(j)= VV(j)+1.4*(V(j)-VV(j));
buses(j,13) = Vacc(j);
V(j) = Vacc(j);
end
end
% Check convergence by comparing previous value to current
tol = max(abs(abs(V) - abs(VV)));
VV=V;
end

%% This calculates the angle of the buses
for i=1:numBuses
buses(i,14) = angle(buses(i,13))*180/pi;
end

%% This block determines line losses
pLosses = 0;
qLosses = 0;
for i=1:numLines
Vi = buses(line(i,1),13);
Vj = buses(line(i,2),13);
Sij = Vi*(conj(Vi)-conj(Vj))*conj(y(i));
Sji = Vj*(conj(Vj)-conj(Vi))*conj(y(i));
sLosses = Sij + Sji;
pLosses = pLosses + real(sLosses);
qLosses = qLosses + imag(sLosses);
end
pLosses = pLosses * baseVA;
qLosses = qLosses * baseVA;
losses = pLosses;
qLoss = qLosses;
pSlack = buses(1,2);
qSlack = buses(1,3);
buses(1,2) = sum(buses(:,11)) + pLosses - sum(buses(:,2)) + pSlack;
buses(1,3) = sum(buses(:,12)) + qLosses - sum(buses(:,3)) + qSlack;
it = 1;
c = zeros(numBuses*2+2+numGen,1);
for i=1:numLines
Vi = buses(line(i,1),13);
Vj = buses(line(i,2),13);
Sij = Vi*(conj(Vi)-conj(Vj))*conj(y(i));
Sji = Vj*(conj(Vj)-conj(Vi))*conj(y(i));
P = real(Sij + Sji);
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Q = imag(Sij + Sji);
% This block was an attempt to implement a Voltage Stability Index
r = line(i,3)/(Vi^2);
x = line(i,4)/(Vi^2);
lamda = r*P + x*Q;
mu = x*P - r*Q;
VSI = sqrt(1- 4*(lamda+mu^2));
line(i,12) = VSI;
z = sqrt(r^2+x^2);
%critang = acos( x / sqrt(2*z^2*(1-2*x*Q)-2*r*z*sqrt(1-4*x*Q)))*(180/(pi));
end
for i=1:numBuses
c(it) = abs(V(i))- 1.04;
it = it+1;
c(it) = 0.96 - abs(V(i));
it = it+1;
end
c(it) = buses(1,2) - buses(1,5);
it = it+1;
c(it) = buses(1,4) - buses(1,2);
it = it+1;
for i=1:numBuses
if(buses(i,15) == 3 || buses(i,15) == 1)
c(it) = buses(i,3) - buses(i,7);
it = it+1;
end
end
end
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8.6.

Appendix 6 – MATLAB Code – EconDispCost

function CostTotal = EconDispCost( x0 )
%UNTITLED2 Summary of this function goes here
%
Detailed explanation goes here
global buses numBuses numGen;
CostTotal = 0;
cost = zeros(numGen, 3);
run = 1;
for i=1:numBuses
if(buses(i,15) == 3 || buses(i,15) == 1)
cost(run,1) = buses(i,8);
cost(run,2) = buses(i,9);
cost(run,3) = buses(i,10);
run = run + 1;
end
end
for i=1:length(x0)
CostTotal = CostTotal + cost(i,1) + x0(i)*cost(i,2) + x0(i)^2*cost(i,3);
end
end

8.7.

Appendix 7 – MATLAB Code – EconDisp

function [ c ceq ] = EconDisp( x0 )
%UNTITLED Summary of this function goes here
%
Detailed explanation goes here
global buses;
ceq = sum(buses(:,11)) - sum(x0);
c = 0;
end

8.8.

Appendix 8 – MATLAB Code – MinCost

function CostTotal = MinCost(x0)
%UNTITLED2 Summary of this function goes here
%
Detailed explanation goes here
global buses numBuses;
CostTotal = buses(1,8)+ buses(1,2)*buses(1,9)+(buses(1,2))^2*(buses(1,10));
gen = 1;
numGen = 0;
for i=1:numBuses
if(buses(i,15) == 3 || buses(i,15) == 1)
numGen = numGen + 1;
end
end
for i=2:numBuses
if buses(i,15) == 3
c(i) = buses(i,8)+ x0(numGen+gen-1)*buses(i,9)+(x0(numGen+gen1)^2*(buses(i,10)));
CostTotal = c(i) + CostTotal;
gen = gen +1;
end
end
end
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